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Summary. – The successful foamy viruses (FVs) infection includes at least two essential events, attachment to
the cell surface and fusion of the viral envelope with the cell membrane. For the FVs, membrane fusion between
virus and cell is mediated by envelope glycoprotein (Env) transmembrane (TM) subunit gp47. Compared with
other retroviruses, FV TM subunit shares a similar but not identical structural characteristic. This paper focuses
on in sillico analyses of all 15 available FV TM subunits gp47 based on their amino acid sequences. The hydrophobicity analysis revealed that the 15 FVs gp47 had two prominent hydrophobic regions, the N-terminal fusion
peptide (FP) and the C-terminal region, which included a membrane-spanning domain (MSD) and a membrane
proximal ectodomain region (MPER). In most FVs gp47, two heptad repeats, the coiled coils characterized by
repetition of 7-amino acid-motif, were found to be correspondently located downstream of FP (named “N-HR”)
and the upstream of MPER (named “C-HR”). Furthermore, the solvent accessibility and secondary structure
were predicted for all FVs gp47. These observations suggested that FVs gp47 possessed several fusion domains,
which were necessary in the process of lipid membrane fusion between FVs and the target cells.
Keywords: foamy virus; envelope glycoprotein; transmembrane subunit gp47; hydrophobicity analysis;
fusion domain

Introduction
Foamy viruses (FVs), also called spumaretroviruses, are
complex retroviruses, which constitute the only genus in
*
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FSV = feline syncytial virus; FV(s) = foamy virus(es); HBV = hepatitis B virus; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus; HR = heptad
repeat; MMTV = mouse mammary tumor virus; MPER = Membrane
proximal ectodomain region; MSD = membrane-spanning domain;
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SFVagm = african green monkey simian foamy virus; SFVcpz = chimpanzee foamy virus; SFVgor = gorilla foamy virus; SFVmac = macaque
foamy virus; SFVmar = marmoset foamy virus; SFVspm = spider monkey
foamy virus; SFVsqm = squirrel monkey foamy virus; SIV = simian
immunodeficiency virus; SloEFV = sloth endogenous foamy virus;
SU = central surface domain; TM = transmembrane domain

the subfamily Spumaretrovirinae of the family Retroviridae
(Dirk and Axel, 2011). Till now, 15 FVs have been reported,
which were derived from 6 non-primate and 9 primate hosts,
including cat, horse, cattle, non-human primates and human.
As indicated by their names, FVs possess highly fusogenic
activity, which induces infected cells in vitro to form foamlike multinucleated cells. FVs can establish lifelong persistent
infections in their hosts in the absence of any pathogenicity
(Linial, 2000). As with other retroviruses, the FV envelope
protein (Env) harbors essential features that allow viral
adsorption, uptake and fusogenic release of capsids into the
cytoplasm. However, FV Env protein has a number of features that are not typical. The most prominent feature is that
the expression of the spumaretroviral Env protein in infected
cells induces massive syncytium formation in vitro.
FV Env full-length precursor protein, which belongs to
type III transmembrane protein, is targeted to the rough
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) by an N-terminal leader peptide (LP). The Env precursor is then cleaved into LP (gp18),
central surface (SU, gp80) and transmembrane subunit (TM,
gp47) by furin or furin-like cellular proteases during the
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transport to the cell surface (Duda et al., 2004; Lindemann
and Rethwilm, 2011; Sun et al, 2012). Proteolytic cleavage of SU and TM subunits is essential for viral infectivity
(Duda et al., 2004; Lindemann and Rethwilm, 2011). The
SU subunit mediates the binding of viruses to the cellular
receptors, whereas the TM subunit gp47 is involved in the
fusion of the lipid membranes between FVs and the target
cells (Pietschmann et al., 2000; Peisajovich and Shai, 2003).
Although some features of several FVs gp47 have been
analyzed (Wang and Mulligan, 1999; Sun et al., 2012), the
fusogenic TM subunits gp47 of all 15 available FV Envs
are not fully dissected. In order to better understand the
features of FVs gp47, we used computer-based methods to
perform sequence analyses and predictions focused on all
15 available FV gp47 sequences. The results obtained in this
work would stimulate and guide future molecular studies of
FV glycoproteins and better understanding the virus Envmediated cell fusion.

web.expasy.org/cgi-bin/protscale/protscale.pl)(Gasteiger et al.,
1999) and the Membrane Protein Explorer (MPEx) program from
the Stephen White laboratory at UC Irvine (http://blanco.biomol.
uci.edu/mpex/)(Snider et al., 2009). Helical wheel analysis was
made by the HeliQuest program (http://heliquest.ipmc.cnrs.fr/)
(Gautier et al., 2008). The membrane-spanning domain (MSD)
was predicted by the online program HMMTOP from Hungarian Academy of Sciences (http://www.enzim.hu/hmmtop/html/
adv_submit.html) (Tusnady and Simon, 1998). The prediction of
the heptad repeats was made by the COILS program (http://www.
ch.embnet.org/software/COILS_form.html) (Lupas et al., 1991)
and the LEARNCOIL-VMF program (http://groups.csail.mit.edu/
cb/learncoil-vmf/cgi-bin/vmf.cgi) (Berger and Singh, 1997). The
alignments of multiple sequences were analyzed using the Clustal
Omega program (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/)
(Goujon et al., 2010).

Results
Materials and Methods
Solvent accessibility and secondary structure of FVs gp47
The sequences involved in this article were obtained directly
by searching the NCBI Nucleotide database and Protein database
(Access Nos. are summarized in Table 1). The gp47 sequence
of Sloth Endogenous Foamy Virus (SloEFV) was deduced from
a previous paper (Aris et al., 2009). The predictions of solvent
accessibility and secondary structure of gp47 were made with the
online program Predictprotein (https://www.predictprotein.org/
home). The hydrophobicity analysis was made by the ExPASy
Proteomics Server using the scale Hphob/Kyte & Doolittle (http://

According to the possible solvent accessibility assays,
more than 50% residues of the FVs gp47 were buried
(Table 1). Most of the buried residues were scattered, except
that there was a buried segment in the C-terminus, which
was more likely to be a membrane-spanning domain (MSD)
(supplementary Fig. 1). The secondary structures of FVs
gp47 were predicted as well. The data revealed that there
were three structural regions within gp47 subunits: two long

Table 1. Solvent accessibility and secondary structure composition of FVs gp47
Solvent accessibility

Virus

Acc. No. of
genome sequence

Host species

PFV
SFVagm
SFVcpz
SFVgor
SFVmac
SFVmar
SFVorg
SFVspm
SFVsqm
BFV
BSV
EFV
FFV
FSV
SloEFV

U21247
NC_010820
U04327
HM245790
NC_010819
GU356395
AJ544579
EU010385
GU356394
NC_001831
U94514
AF201902
NC_001871
U85043
\

Human
African green monkey
Chimpanzees
Gorilla
Macaque
Marmoset
Orangutan
Spider monkey
Squirrel monkey
Bovine
Bovine
Equine
Feline
Feline
Sloth

Secondary structure composition

Buried
(%)

Intermediate
(%)

Exposed
(%)

Helix
(%)

Strand
(%)

Loop
(%)

54.68
54.70
54.68
54.20
54.57
54.37
54.44
53.73
53.88
53.11
53.11
52.96
53.94
53.46
53.98

8.87
8.92
8.15
9.59
9.13
9.47
8.87
8.92
8.74
8.85
8.85
9.22
9.07
9.31
9.88

36.45
36.39
37.17
36.21
36.30
36.17
36.69
37.35
37.38
38.04
38.04
37.83
36.99
37.23
36.14

45.08
43.13
44.36
44.60
45.67
43.45
45.08
44.34
43.69
45.93
45.93
45.15
45.35
44.39
44.10

15.11
16.63
14.87
15.35
15.87
16.75
14.63
16.63
16.50
15.31
15.31
15.37
16.47
15.99
16.63

39.81
40.24
40.77
40.05
38.46
39.81
40.29
39.04
39.81
38.76
38.76
39.48
38.19
39.62
39.28
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Fig. 1
Analyses of gp47 amino acid sequences
(a) The hydrophobicity prediction of PFV gp47. Two hydrophobic regions had been identified in PFV gp47-N-FP and a longer region including MPER
and MSD. (b) The schematic diagram and amino acid sequences of the predicted important motifs of FV gp47. The motifs had been labeled, including
FP, polar region, N-HR, C-HR, MPER, MSD and ERRS motif. The corresponding amino acid sequences were indicated. The FP and MPER showed
a typical i, i+3/4, i+7 pattern (boxed), which was characteristic of amphipathic α-helix. (c) The helical wheel analysis of PFV FP. The arrow pointed to
the hydrophobic face (AIAMLLLV) of the FP.

helix regions at N-terminus and C-terminus respectively,
and a long region of extended β-strands and loops in the
middle. The results were similar to the previous analyses
using a different secondary structure prediction program
(Sun et al., 2012).

Fusion peptide (FP) of FVs gp47
A prominent functional region of retroviral Env TM subunits was the hydrophobic N-terminal fusion peptide (FP).
While the FVs gp47 were analyzed using the Kyte-Doolittle
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hydrophobicity plot, the hydrophobic region had not been
identified in the N-terminus (Wang and Mulligan, 1999).
Until the White and Wimley hydrophobicity prediction
algorithm program, Membrane Protein Explorer (MPEx),
was employed, the PFV N-terminal hydrophobic FP was
ultimately detected (Fig. 1a). The reason might be that the
MPEx program was using “interface scale” method rather
than overall average hydrophobicity per residue. However,
the PFV FP was predicted to be close to the N-terminus of
gp47, not at the immediate N-terminus as in some other retroviruses, such as HIV, SIV, HBV and MMTV. Also, similar
results were obtained in other FVs (data not shown).
Sequence alignment indicated that the FP possessed a typical i, i+3/4 and i+7 pattern (Fig. 1b), which tended to form an
amphipathic α-helix structure. The helical wheel analysis of
PFV gp47 FP revealed that the peptide showed a significant
hydrophobic face (AIAMLLLV) and maintained a high hydrophobicity index (H.I.) and hydrophobic moment (Fig. 1c). The
characteristics of all 15 FV gp47 helical wheel analyses were
summarized in Table 2. Generally, the retroviral N-terminal FP
had common features, such as the existing of a high content of
A, G and F and tandem repeats of the tripeptide FLG (Gallaher,
1987; Peisajovich and Shai, 2003). But these features were not
observed in the FV N-terminal FP. However, it was interesting
that a positively charged K/R residue was detected at the Nterminus of the potential FP in all the FVs (Fig. 1b).
There were 15 polar residues following the HIV gp41 FP.
And these polar residues significantly enhanced the gp41

Table 2. The characteristics of FPs of FVs and several other
retroviruses
Virus
PFV
SFVagm
SFVcpz
SFVgor
SFVmac
SFVmar
SFVorg
SFVspm
SFVsqm
BFV
BSF
EFV
FFV
FSV
SloEFV
HIV-1
SIV
HBV
MMTV

Hydrophobicity
index
0.551
0.532
0.552
0.571
0.551
0.446
0.489
0.399
0.548
0.483
0.483
0.496
0.518
0487
0.433
0.731
0.892
0.847
0.589

Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic face
moment
0.425
0.421
0.424
0.421
0.425
0.451
0.461
0.452
0.426
0.390
0.390
0.328
0.382
0.352
0.343
0.250
0.249
0.342
0.158

AIAMLLLV
IAMLLLV
AIAMLLLV
AIAMLLLVGA
AIAMLLLV
AIAAII
IAMLLLV
AIILVGA
VIILVGA
LMLI
LMLI
LMLIGA
IAAVLIIGAA
IAAVLIIGAA
VVML
FIAFALGGL
PAGAFFAFMLVGLVGL
VGGPILLFMFL
AALFN

fusogenic activity by model PC/PE/Cho (1:1:1) membranes
fusion assay (Peisajovich and Shai, 2003). The gp47 sequence
of PFV was examined and the polar segment, SDINDENLQQGIYLLRDH, following the FP had been identified.
Similarly, the polar regions in other 14 FVs gp47 had been
uncovered as well (Fig. 1b). So the broad gp47 subunit FP
should include the N-terminal hydrophobic region and the
following polar residues.
Membrane-spanning domain (MSD) of FVs gp47
Another prominent hydrophobic region near the C-terminus of FVs gp47 was predicted to be the membrane-spanning
domain (MSD) (Fig. 1a), which plays an important role in
regulating fusogenic activities of FVs and the virion particles
egress (Pietschmann et al., 1999, 2000). Based on the in sillico analysis, the MSD consisting of 23 hydrophobic amino
acids (AFSLLGYLKPILIGVGVILLVILIF) in the C-terminal
region of the PFV gp47 had been identified. Also, the MSDs
of other FVs gp47 were predicted (Fig.1b). Although the
locations of MSDs were not fixed, these sequences had mild
extent of sequence conservation. Surprisingly, at position
9 of PFV MSD sequence, a conserved, positively charged
K residue followed by a P residue, known as a helix breaker,
could be found, which was involved in the regulation of Env
fusion activity and intracellular transport (Pietschmann et
al., 2000). In addition, there was also a positively charged
K/R near the C-terminus of MSD. The FV MSDs, except
EFV, were followed by positively charged residues (K or R),
which were named as the dilysine motif (lysine at -3, lysine
or arginine at -4 or/and -5 relative to the C-terminus), also
known as the endoplasmic reticulum retrieval signal (ERRS).
Based on this motif, most FVs were observed budding predominantly at endomembranes (e.g., ER, Golgi). When the
dilysine motif was missing, EFV was budded at the plasma
membrane (Muñoz-Barroso et al., 1999; Lindemann and
Rethwilm, 2011; Sun et al., 2012).
Membrane proximal ectodomain region (MPER) of FVs
gp47
The segment located at the C-terminus of HIV-1 gp41
ectodomain displayed a high tendency to partition into
the membrane interface. Thus, this Trp-rich fragment
(LWNWFNITNWLWYIKLFIM) was named as membrane
proximal ectodomain region (MPER), which was identified
to be crucial for viral entry and complete membrane fusion
(Muñoz-Barroso et al., 1999; Salzwedel et al., 1999; Garg
and Blumenthal, 2008; Garg et al., 2011). For PFV gp47, the
prominent hydrophobic domain near the C-terminus was
particularly long. Thus, it was speculated that the domain
should include MSD and MPER segments. The assumption had been verified by the prediction using Interfacial
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hydrophobicity scale program MPEx (Fig. 1a). The MPER
segment (FLSGTAQGIFGTAFSLLGY), which had seven
residues overlapping with the MSD, had been found in PFV.
Interestingly, the PFV MPER, similar to the N-terminal FP,
showed a typical i, i+3/4 and i+7 pattern which indicated it
had a high potential to form an amphipathic α-helix structure. The similar characteristics had been revealed in other
14 FVs gp47 (Fig. 1b).
Several previous studies revealed that the membranedestabilizing activities of the MPER segments from FVs
gp47 were similar to the equivalent region from HIV-1 gp41
(Epand and Epand, 2001; Peisajovich and Shai, 2003). It
was also suggested that during the fusion process of FV, the
N-terminal FP and the C-terminal MPER might destabilize
the target cell membrane and the viral envelope, respectively
(Peisajovich and Shai, 2003).
The functional similarities between the FP and MPER
segment suggested that the two regions might have commonalities in their sequences. However, it should be noted
that the interactions between the target cell membrane and
the FP, and between the viral envelope and the MPER had
opposite topology (Epand and Epand, 2001; Peisajovich
and Shai, 2003). Alignments between the PFV MPER and
the “reversed” N-terminal FP sequence showed a medium
similarity (Fig. 2). A higher identity between the PFV MPER
and the “reversed” N-terminal FP of HIV gp41 was observed.
Strikingly, the reversed-tripeptide FIG in the PFV gp47
sequence was aligned with the HIV-1 gp41 FLG tripeptide.
Similar results were also obtained for the other 14 FVs (supplementary Fig. 2). In addition, being different from the FV

Fig. 2
The sequence alignment between PFV MPER and N-FP
of PFV and HIV
PFV MPER showed a higher similarity with reversed HIV N-FP, and a “FIG”
tripeptide corresponding to HIV “FLG” had been identified.

FPs, the MPERs of FVs gp47 had a high content of A, G and
F residues that were known to be important for the fusogenic
activity (Epand and Epand, 2001).
N-terminal heptad repeat (N-HR) and C-terminal heptad repeat (C-HR) of FVs gp47
In several viral envelope-fusion domains, the sections of
α-helical coiled coil following the FP had a high α-helical
propensity and a 4–3 heptad repeat of hydrophobic residues.
In PFV, the similar peptide fragments named as N-HR
and C-HR were predicted in the ectodomain of gp47. The
predicted N-HR peptide segment, prior to the central

Table 3. The predicted N-HR and C-HR of FVs gp47

N-HR
Virus
PFV
SFVagm
SFVcpz
SFVgor
SFVmac
SFVmar
SFVspm
SFVsqm
EFV
SFVorg
BFV
BSV
FFV
FSV
SloEFV

TWdNNNaNNdNNNaNNdNNNaNNd
TWLQQQLQKSDDEMKVIKRIARSLV
NWIKEQLQKTEDEMKIIRRTAKSLV
AWLQQQLQKSDDEMKVIKRIAKSLV
SWLQTQLQKSDDEMKVIKRTARSLV
DWIQQQLQKTDDEMKLIRRTARSLV
RWIQDQLGLDEADMKILRRTARALI
QWIKTQLQLNDEDMKVLRRTARALV
SWIQDQLKLSDEDMKILRRASRALV
TWIQQQLQADEALMNVIRRTARSMT
DWLQQQLQQPTDHMKIIKRTARSLV
KWIQEELKYTDEVMNVIRRTARSIT
KWIQEELKYTDEVMNVIRRTARSIT
SWIQEELGVSDNIMKVIRKTARCIP
SWIQEELGVSDNIMKVIRKTARCIP
TWINEGLNIPHHGMQIVKRMSCSNI

185

C-HR
IEVTSSGESIKEQIERAKAELLRLDIHE
IEVTSTQESIKDQIERAKSQLLRLDIHE
IEVTSSGESIKDQIERAKAELLRLDIHE
IEVTSSGESIKDQLERAKAELLRLDIHE
IEVTSTQENIKDQIERAKAQLLRLDIHE
IQVTSTWESIKDQVEKSQTELLRLDIHE
VKITSTWETIKDQIDRAQAELLRLDLHE
VQITSTWESIKGQVEQAQAELLRLDLHE
IEITSTWENIKDQIKRSEAELLRLDLHE
IEVTSTQENIKDQIERAKAELLRLDIHE
IKVTSTWESIKDQIHRSEQELLRLDLHE
IKVTSTWESIKDQIHRSEQELLRLDLHE
IEITSSWETIKEQVARAKAELLRLDLHE
IEITSSWETIKEQVARAKAELLRLDLHE
VKATDTWASIEEQIEDTKSDLLRLELHK

The N-HR of BFV, BSV, FFV, FSV, SFVorg and SloEFV were identified manually. As with other FVs, the
positions ‘a' and ‘d' of BFV, BSV, FFV, FSV, SFVorg and SloEFV sequences are mostly hydrophobic or
neutral amino acids (in gray).
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Fig. 3
The diagram of interaction between the gp47 fusion domains and the target membranes (drawn by Science Slides Plug-In)
The N-terminus of viral FP (in purple helix) inserted into the target cell bilayer, and the following polar region (in yellow oval) lay near the target membrane
surface to promote the fusogenic activity. The C-terminus of MPER (in blue helix, a part of the MSD in most FVs) contacted with the viral envelope along
with the MSD (in blue tubular helix), which was inserting into the viral envelope. The N-HR and the C-HR were symbolized by the green and orange
helices, respectively. The central β-strands and loops region were not shown in this diagram.

strands and loops region, was 25 amino acids in length
(TWLQQQLQKSDDEMKVIKRIARSLV) and fitted in with
the characteristic of 4–3 hydrophobic repeat region. The
C-HR peptide was 28 amino acids in length (IEVTSSGESIKEQIERAKAELLRLDIHE) and located prior to the MPER
segment (Fig. 1b). According to the computer predictions,
the C-HR had been found in all 15 FVs gp47, but the N-HRs
were only detected in some of FVs (Table 3). This might
confirm the assumption that the C-HR showed stronger
effect than the N-HR, like in HIV gp41 (Herskowitz, 1987;
Chan et al., 1997; Yueyong et al., 2006).

Discussion
While HIV FP begins with gp41 N-terminus, FVs has
an internal FP that is close to the gp47 N-terminus but not
immediately N-terminal. There is a positively charged K/R at
the front of the FP, which might be involved in the regulation
of fusion activity, just like the K/R in MSD. In HIV gp41,
FP could insert into membranes and promote membrane
negative curvature. As it had been reported that FP could
minimally assemble into trimer by gp41 trimeric coiled
coil and six-helix bundle (Sackett et al., 2010), it was suggested that the FP trimer could induce fusion better than its

monomer form and had a strong correlation with the depth
of insertion (Yang and Weliky, 2003; Qiang and Weliky, 2008;
Garg et al., 2011). While different from HIV FP and some
other retroviral FPs, FV FP promoted the fusogenic activity
apparently by a mechanism that was not simply dependent on
changes in membrane curvature (Martin et al., 1999; Epand
and Epand, 2001; Epand, 2003). Because there were several
amino acids preceeding the FV FPs, it had been suspected
that these amino acids could accelerate the rate of membrane
fusion by some other means, although the positive curvature
would be promoted (Epand and Epand, 2001).
For HIV, except the insertion of FP into the target cell
membrane, the polar residues following FP might lie near
the surface of the membrane and destabilize membrane by
forming a correct oligomerization (Peisajovich et al., 2000;
Peisajovich and Shai, 2003). In our study, it was found that
although having a low overall hydrophobicity index, the FV
FPs presented a high propensity to form an amphipathic
α-helix structure, which showed a high hydrophobic moment and maintained a high hydrophobicity index at the
hydrophobic face. Also, similar to HIV, several polar residues following the FPs were found in FVs. So a hypothesis
was proposed that the FV polar region, which followed the
FV FPs that inserted into and destabilized the target cell
membranes, might further stimulate the fusogenic activities
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through touching the surface of the membranes and promoting their self-association. Based on this functional relationship, we hypothesized that in FVs the FP and the following
polar region might be working together to make up a broad
gp47 fusion peptide motif.
The MPER of HIV gp41 was critical for Env incorporation into the virion as well as functionally for its ability to
perturb membrane, explaining its high level of conservation
(Vishwanathan and Hunter, 2008; Garg et al., 2011). Mutation of more than one Trp in HIV Trp-rich region severely
affected gp41-mediated fusion and infectivity (Salzwedel et
al., 1999; Suárez et al., 2000; Garg and Blumenthal, 2008).
But the Trp-rich region was not observed in FV MPER
sequences. However, the MPERs of the FVs gp47 displayed
a high content of A, G and F, and had a conserved “reversed”
FIG or FLG tripeptide, which showed a high probability to
localize at the bilayer interface. Furthermore, a synthetic peptide corresponding to PFV MPER had been demonstrated to
destabilize membrane and induce fusion of model PC/PE/
Cho (1:1:1) membranes (Epand and Epand, 2001). Thus, it
was suggested that the MPER could insert into the viral envelope, like the N-terminal FP that could insert into the cell
membrane (Peisajovich and Y, 2002). But the mechanisms
of the MPER and FP in FVs might not be the same, as only
slight similarities exist between the two motifs. For example,
the FIG or FLG tripeptide had not been identified in the FV
FPs. For most FVs, the MPER was identified to overlap with
the MSD motif according to our predictions, which meant
that the amino acids at the C-terminus of MPER were also
part of the MSD. Thus, it would be better to illustrate that
the FVs fusion process needed several amino acids of MPER
inserting and the viral envelope disturbing.
For some retroviruses, including FV, the formation of
the α-helical coiled coils had been postulated to relocate the
N-terminal FP and C-terminal MPER close to the target
cell endosomal membrane and viral lipid envelope, respectively (Peisajovich and Shai, 2002; Peisajovich and Shai, 2003).
Therefore, the 15 FV heptad repeats that could form the coiled
coils had been analyzed. At first, both of the N-HR and C-HR
were discovered, which respectively derived from the N- and
C-terminal regions of the PFV gp47. However, only the C-HRs
had been clearly detected in the other 14 FVs gp47. When another program had been used, although the score was less than
the C-HRs, the N-HRs had been identified in some of the FVs
gp47. Undeniably, the N-HRs of BFV, BSV, FFV, FSV, SFVorg
and SloEFV were not yet detected. We speculated, however,
that the coiled coils at the N-terminus still existed in these
FVs gp47. Firstly, it was no doubt that the helix structures,
which would be necessary for coiled-coil forming, had been
found in all of the FVs gp47 (sFig. 1). In addition, coiled coil
regions consisted of seven-residue repeats of amino acids in
a sequence periodicity (a b c d e f g), in which the side-chains
of amino acids in positions ‘a', ‘d' were predominantly bulky
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and hydrophobic or neutral (Mclachlan and Karn, 1983;
Yueyong et al., 2006). Thus, the N-HRs of BFV, BSV, FFV, FSV,
SFVorg and SloEFV had been identified manually (Table 3).
Similar sequence features had been found in these N-HRs,
for example, in the positions ‘a' and ‘d' were hydrophobic or
neutral amino acids. Thus, we could draw a conclusion that
the N-HRs did exist in these FVs.
Taken together, our results illustrated that FVs gp47 had
many conserved motifs that were involved in the process of
membrane fusion (Fig. 3). The C-terminal MSD might insert
into the viral envelope, and the MPER acted on the viral
envelope mirroring the activity of the N-terminal FP on the
cell membrane. The FV polar region laid on the surface of the
cell membrane would stimulate the fusogenic activity. The
HRs, which were linked by the β-strands and loops region,
would assist the N-terminal FP and the C-terminal MPER
during membrane merging. It had been proposed that the
HRs of influenza HA2, HIV-1/SIV gp41, Ebola virus GP2
and Simian virus 5 F1 were able to form six-helix bundles
in a post-fusion form (Chan et al., 1997; Malashkevich,
1999; Yueyong et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012). For FVs
gp47, a six-helix bundle could also been formed, in which
three N-HRs formed an interior N-helix trimer, and three
C-HRs inserted into the highly conserved, hydrophobic
cavities on the surface. The packing of the C-HR against
the N-HR grooves, which were considered as fusion core,
would bring the viral envelope and the cell membrane close
to one another. Taken together, the fusion domains of FV
TM subunits gp47 played extremely important roles in fusion between viral envelope and target cell membrane. The
results obtained in this work would stimulate and guide the
study of the three dimensional molecular structures of FV
glycoprotein and help better understanding the virus Envmediated cell fusion mechanism.
Supplementary information is available in the online version of
the paper.
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Supplementary Fig. 1
Prediction for secondary structure and solvent accessibility of each FV gp47
The secondary structure had been analyzed using Predictprotein program, RePROF (the first line) and PROFsec (the second line), respectively (the helix
in red; the strand in blue; the loop in blank). The similar results were obtained from two prediction programs. The results showed that N-terminus and
C-terminus were helix regions and the middle is a long region of strands and loops. The solvent accessibility of gp47 had also been displayed (the third
line, the buried in yellow; the exposed in blue; the intermediate in blank). A region full of buried residues had been identified at the N-terminus as MSD
reigon.
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Supplementary Fig. 2
The sequence alignment between MPER of different foamy viruses and HIV N-FP
All the 14 MPERs showed similarities with reversed HIV N-FP, and the “FIG” tripeptide had been identified in most of the MPERs. (Rev = Reversed).

